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Hello darlings 

It is day 92 of Snippets of Encouragement, and today I would like to encourage 

you to accept your past without regret, handle your present with confidence, and 

face your future without fear. 

Today I am remember how it was at the turn of the century. Remember Y2K… the 

day the world was going to end because computer date formats were supposedly 

wrong.  

The prophets of doom were screaming from the desert, after a while the message 

landed, and the world responded in mass hysteria. Whole industries erupted 

around the Y2K hysteria. There were people who could protect you from the 

unknown, those who sold new hardware from computers to wall clocks, those who 

became overnight experts on how huge the fall out was going to be. 

While the world geared, up to experience a millennial change for the first and only 

time in our lifetime, the fear was rampant regarding the after effects of Y2K. You 

were advised not to be flying when the clocks struck midnight; people built fallout 

shelters and stored food and water. Some people even went as far as preparing 

for possible nuclear fallout.  

I remember the days counting down to 1st January 2000. I was in NYC on vacation 

and I remember all the news networks avidly broadcasting news from New 

Zealand, awaiting to see the catastrophic fallout.  

By midday New York time, the sense of disappointment was palpable. There was 

no catastrophe to report on, life continued as normal and the people of New 

Zealand and Australia happily arose from their night of revelry with the usual New 

Year’s Day hangover.  

Y2K was a fantasy…  

A doomsday future never arrived. It was 

fear sweeping the globe – it was truly 

false evidence appearing real. 

I would like to encourage you to move 

into today, tomorrow, and the rest of 

your days without fear. 

Yes, the future is uncertain. Yes, there 

are unknown, scary possibilities on the 

horizon but living in fear of them and 

disengaging from life is not what you’re 

here to do.  

We are all here to live and to live means to focus on now and live moment by 

moment. We can make plans for the future but we cannot live there. Focus on 
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living confidently in your present. Focus on making today spectacular. Focus on 

becoming your best version of you, right now. As you take each moment by 

moment, giving it your best, there is no space for fear. Right now is where your life 

is, live it in love. 

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


